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PART  I
Introductory Context: 

Introductory Context:	An overall
vision of	LifeWatch ERIC	

distributed e-Infrastructure



LifeWatch ERIC is a European e-Science distributed Infrastructure
focused on how to measure the impact of Global Climate Change
issues on Earth Biodiversity and Ecosystem Research.

Expected IMPACT: LifeWatch ERIC as a structuring tool for the European Research
Area, also supporting policy decision making addressing Societal Challenges which
demand scientific knowledge in a Global Climate Change context, including Citizen
Science activities.

INTEROPERABILITY

e-Science

DATA	PROVIDERS	&	RESEARCH	
COMMUNITIES

Environmental policy
&	management

POLICY	&	DECISION	MAKERS

This mission is achieved by
providing access to a multitude of
data sets, services and tools
enabling the construction and
operation of Virtual Research
Environments which provide the
environments for integrating data,
software and computation as
developed in pan European
infrastructure cooperation.



ESFRI Projects & Landmarks 2016 recently
published by European Commission.

LifeWatch ERIC considered as an ENVIRONMENT
strategic one.

Since March 2017 LifeWatch is considered (the 14th) ERIC. Its 1st and 2nd
General Assemblies took place on May 8th-9th , 2017 and January 10th,
2018 in Seville, respectively. In the same city, on May 23rd ,DG R&I Robert
Jan-Smits awarded the LifeWatch ERIC “Plate” in a ceremony also held in
Seville (Spain).



LifeWatch is cooperating with
“distributed” Centres in cooperating
countries (including their REGIONS).
These Centres are developing and
operating virtual and physical media
and other components.

Service	Centre	
(Lecce-Regione	
Puglia,	Italy)

Headquaters,		Statutory	Seat	
&	ICT	e-Infrastructure	Offices

(Andalusia,	Spain)

Virtual	Labs
(Amsterdam,	

The	Netherlands)

LifeWatch
Common	

Infrastructure

Distributed
LifeWatch
Centre

Distributed
LifeWatch
Centre

*  March 7th, 2016 update And not only!



And not only!

COOP+

EU-LAC



European Open Science Cloud

Existing Cloud Computing and other related technologies support Providers 
(INDIGO DataCloud, EGI, EUDAT, PRACE, etc.)

LifeWatch ERIC
distributed ICT e-Infranstructure (VREs deployment)

FAIR principles

Machine-
Actionable

Friendly

Open

AAI Storage

Interope
rable

(Meta-)Data interoperability

ERIC
FORUM

LifeWatch Competence Centre  
in collaboration with

Service Centre:
Virtual Resarch Environments & e-

Services
(including connection with LIFEWATCH 

ENGAGE WP5)

EOSC HUB
LifeWatch Thematic 

Services

ENVRI+ FAIR Cluster
Common-Shared e-Services

With the rest of ENVRI+ Cluster 
related ERICs, ESFRIs and initiatives 
(ICOS, EMSO, ACTRIS, DANUBIUS-

RI, SeaDataNet, etc.)

All together…



PART  II
Facts rather than statements:	
LifeWatch ERIC	construction PT-ES	

shared vision,	approach and	instruments



PORTUGAL:	PORBIOTA &	IBERLIFE

PORBIOTA integrates 
LifeWatch ERIC 
Portugal initiative
IBERLIFE = Iberian 
(ES-PT) LifeWatch ERIC 
initiative 

1st IBERLIFE Meeting
held in parallel during
IBERGRID 2014
(Aveiro, Sept 2014),
followed by several
bilateral Ministerial
meetings.



LIFEWATCH	SPAIN	Community	is	structured	by	its	Joint	Research	Unit
(acronym	JRU	LW.ES)

Composed	of	30 Organizations	&	Institutions	(May	2018)

Institut
o

GOVERNANCE	SCHEME		

…among	others

INSTITUTO ESPAÑOL DE 
OCEANOGRAFÍA



Federation of the Spanish and Portuguese national grid initiatives which provides
core services to IBERLIFE initiative and in turn to the EOSC through LifeWatch ERIC.

Guaranteeing Portuguese and
Spanish connectivity, and in turn
with the rest of EU and
international (Latin America and
Caribbean, etc.).

Guaranteeing Supercomputing &
HPC in tightly collaboration with
Portuguese colleagues such as LIP,
among others.



o Individual countries commit to participate in ESFRI (including ERIC)
following specific strategies, which usually are also based on regional
interests. There is a clear interest and involvement of regional authorities
in each country, which demand to be part of this process. Not-surprisingly,
several regions of Eastern & Southern Europe have included the
construction or the upgrade of RIs in their Regional Strategies for Smart
Specialization (RIS3) with the aim to mobilize the Structural Funds
allocated to them:

ü That is the case of the 3 European regions which will focus our case
study: Andalusia-ES; CCDR-N Porto Norte-PT; and Regione Puglia-IT

RIS3 and	ESIF	related	initiatives



This interest was reflected in
the attendance to this
workshop, over 80 persons
from 15 countries and over
20 regions

Italy,		Portugal	&	Spain	
regional	cooperation	

results

http://www.rich2020.eu/symposium2016
Madrid, April 2016

http://www.rich2020.eu/symposium2016


PART  III
Some conclusions



ü LifeWatch ERIC is a particularly relevant case of ENVironmental RI from the
Iberian (either at national or regional) perspective:
As it is a distributed e-Infrastructure, some regions are aware of its potential for:
ü Capitalizing	already	existing	investments
ü Improving	ICT	developments	that	may	be	useful	for	biodiversity	research	and	for	
other	purposes

ü Special	attention	must	be	placed	to	the	expected	impact	in	the	regional	industrial	
sectors

ü As a result, the existing knowledge and services related with biodiversity and
environmental information from cooperating initiatives among territories should
be better connected. This a real challenge for Environmental RIs which also
includes specific topics such as shared ICT developments, Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR), Open Access (RDA) and European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
connections. All of these items demand the involvement of the interested regions.

ü In that sense, ongoing initiatives such as IBERLIFE (based on the LifeWatch
Competence Center-IBERGRID) and common Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Resesarch & Management programmes established at Mediterranean, Atlantic,
Latin America-Caribbean and African context, provide a common ground to
reinforce the development of PT-ES shared distributed e-Infrastructures. In fact, it
is already considered as an example of good practices to integrate physical and
virtual media through the LifeWatch ERIC.



…BUT:
ü The implementation of distributed Environmental RIs would be at serious risk if
regional Smart Specialization Strategies (RIS3) policies are not taken into account
during their construction phase. Their consideration would prevent H2020
funding instruments from being simple extensions of Preparatory Phase projects,
enabling “realistic” constructions and granting the sustainable operation of new-
born facilities. This a crucial issue as normally Preparatory Phases are usually
conceptual-based exercises and they do not take into consideration the actual
commitments of the countries (including their regions). New “drivers/catalysts”
should be appointed in order to integrate all the pieces of this complex jigsaw
puzzle.

ü To that purpose, LifeWatch ERIC has developed a “realistic” Construction and
associated Business Plan based on “real” needs and users’ requirements, including
a “feasible” Governance Scheme and Funding Strategy in order to guarantee
LifeWatch ERIC Sustainability based on an early identification of “in-kind” and “in-
cash” Member States (including their Regions-RIS3) contributions; consisting of at
least a 5-years period “Cash Flow” Analysis. It follows a sequence of releases,
starting with a down-scaled level and a incremental & iterative construction
methodology (“Agile”-based) with a proper Quality Assurance & Risk Management
Plan associated, in tightly collaboration with the European Open Science Cloud-EOSC
plans, and thus, IBERLIFE initiative is important in this regard.



¡	Muito	obrigado	- Muchas	gracias	!
Thank	you	very	much	for	your	attention!

Any	questions	?
http://www.lifewatch.eu

cto@lifewatch.eu

http://www.lifewatch.eu/

